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Fears about Trump's reaction are STOPPING North
Korea from attacking US, general claims
PRESIDENT Trump’s hardline stance on North Korea’s menacing has left Kim Jong-un’s regime “off-balance” and less likely to attack the US
than previously thought, according to one of South Korea’s most decorated generals.

The US leader and Kim Jong-un have been embroiled in a war of words since Trump (/latest/donald-trump) took office last year, with an exchange of
insults and threats putting the world on the brink of war (/latest/world-war-3).

After a year which saw the North Korean regime develop nuclear weapons that could reach the US mainland, as well as conduct its most powerful
nuclear bomb test ever, war seemed an ever-likely prospect.

But it seems as though the heightened tensions between the US President and his North Korean counterpart have actually had the opposite effect.

Speaking in London at an event hosted by British think tank Policy Exchange, Lieutenant General In-Bum Chun explained that Trump’s volatile nature
has North Koreans fearing he could, at any point, reach for his nuclear button – which the President has already claimed is “much bigger and more
powerful” than North Korea’s.

LG Chun said: "Right now, they're a little off balance because of Mr Trump. They're not going to risk it yet.

Mike Pence: US has 'capacity' to defend against North Korea
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North Korea fear Trump would immediately retaliate if a missile was launched at the US mainland

“Just yesterday my president said President Trump deserves ‘huge credit’ for bringing North Korea to the table. 

“For now, he's put us in a direction where negotiations have started.”

However, he said the time in which the US and North Korean could still end the crisis diplomatically is fast running out.

He added: ”If they want to do a deal with the Americans, they need to do it now. They don't seem to see that the window is closing.”

North Korea fired 23 missiles in 2017 but despite growing fears, none were aimed at the US mainland
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President Trump said on Wednesday the United States was willing to speak to North Korea "under the right circumstances," although it was far from
clear whether this would pay dividends.

South Korea said Trump had also said in a phone call with its President Moon Jae-in that there would be no military action while North-South talks were
going on and that a Wall Street Journal article saying he was contemplating a military strike against North Korea was "completely wrong."

"Who knows where it leads?" Trump told reporters at the White House after his call with Moon to discuss Tuesday's North-South talks, the first since
2015.

Despite claiming war is less inevitable than previously thought, LG Chun still thinks South Korea should be ready.

He warned: ”I hope tensions will lessen & that the Olympics will be a good door to a peaceful resolution. That is what my heart wants but my head tells
me we have a long way to go.

"We have to be ready - as a military man of 39 years, I know that if you want peace, you must prepare for war.”

South Korean army's K-55 self-propelled howitzers take positions during a military exercise

Tanks on move near North Korea border as
Kim and Trump gear up for WAR
Fri, January 5, 2018

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un reopened a key cross-border communication channel with

South Korea for the first time in nearly two years Wednesday as the rivals explored the

possibility of sitting down and talking after months of acrimony and fears of war
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